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This Thesis proposes a new form of community in Manhattan situated
in Washington Square Village, Greenwich Village, Manhattan, the
site of Robert Moses’ 1958 experiment in dwelling for the city of cars.
The thesis started with an interest in patterns of living in the history of
New York, in the Villages of New York, in slum clearance and urban
renewal across the island. In response to Moses’ project for Manhattan
and Greenwich Village in particular the journalist, urban historian and
activist Jane Jacobss led the Battle of Washington Square Park as a
protest to protect the idea of neighbourhood from Robert Moses’ plan
of an automobile-oriented city.

SYNOPSIS

Washington Square Village stands two blocks south of Washington
Square Park and comprises two 15-storey residential blocks of originally
1296 apartments with a courtyard in between. At present the blocks
are properties of the NYU and they have warehoused over1 15% of
the complex, causing over 50% increase in the number of vacancies
over a decade. The design of Washington Square Park reflects the
typical modern housing characteristics that denote efficiency in building
and living, particularly seen from the modular prefabricated design
and material use, bringing the city with an almost identical layout
where thin vertical structures situated on a deserted open area that
hardly attracts dwellers to stay. The general evolution in housing after
modernism where urbanists strove for efficiency in building as well as
living, changing the meaning of home from cultivating civilization to
the roof over their head for modern dwellers. Sixty years have gone by
and these sleek modern structures are now obsolete. An urban renewal
should focus on experimenting new forms of housing and planning that
can create a sustainable social structure that draws people out from this
millennial virtual world and set a new course of cities evolution where
real encounter with people and cultivation of relationship with their
neighbourhood can be actively performed.
The architecture of the New Washington Square Village sets foot on
these obsolete structures, literally re-inhabiting the footprint of the Moses
project to introduce a new form of community, making it a host to other
forms of social constructs. The thesis aims to unpack the meaning of
housing and explore ways of living in the metropolitan city, harmonising
the juxtaposition of the existing high-density context with the more
dweller-respected community Jane Jacobss proposed.
The New Washington Square Village will be a mixture of living complex,
comprising host families’ houses where villagers host the new comers
before they settle in; communal housing; and single occupancy homes.
In this way, different forms of living can be recognized. The architecture
of the New Washington Square Village reflects upon patterns of dwelling
that are social and seasonal creating internal and external environments
that counter the conventions of family and work in favour of the
generosity of guest and host, community and society. A house is more
than a space to contain a physical body it is a sensual experience for
one to appreciate the greatness of life.

THE VILLAGE VOICE : Washington Square Village / Silver Tower

THE HOST HOUSE I : The Protector’s House

THE KITCHEN : The Celebration

THE LANDSCAPE : The surface, walkways and gardens of internal spaces of the village
THE SCHOOL : The chamber of knowledge housed by The Landscape
THE HOST HOUSE II : The Forest Keeper’s Hut
THE VILLAGE : Into the silver Jungle

From Landscape to Landscape

Village Hosted within the Landscape

THE HOST HOUSE
The Protector’s House

Village Protector’s House
The Protector’s House is situate at the
northern tip of the Knots Ville, as a starting
point of the rebellion of Jane Jacobs’s
ideal village, introducing this ‘new’ concept
of city development into Robert Moses land
(Washington Square Village) and further
into Silver Tower designed by IM Pei.

THE KITCHEN
The Celebration

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTIONS

ROTISSERIE CHAMBER
550mm vertical parallel truss chord with chase welded with
15mm corten steel as final finishes for both interior and exterior. Horizontal truss to hold the corten steel units together
on site. Cavity insulation to avoid cold bridge. Waterproof
membrane and protection board installed.

REINFORCED CONCRETE BASIN
Serves as primary structure to transfer roof’s vertical load.
200 x 300 mm profiled I-beams are exposed at higher level
for 10mm corten steel cladding. Reinforcement bars and
pipes for faucet runs inside the concrete.
KITCHEN
Curved truss with 15mm corten steel panel cladded on both
sides. Mechanical exhaust filtration system installed. The
attached members are embedded in the existing concrete
slab with anchor bolts.

SPICE GARDEN
Facade: portal glazing: 5mm toughened glass + 20mm
cavity + 5mm toughened glass printed on both sides, fasten
on glass fin with aluminum glass fastener. Glazing strip,
flush. Soil embedded inside the thickness of the corten slab
structure.
Slab: 375 mm truss with 100x50 mm profile. 550 soil bed
with water proof membrane and insulation

OPERABLE RAINSCREEN FACADE
8mm rain screen installed within corten steel sub-framing,
operated with unique track and carrier system attached to
existing floor slab by steel clip. 12mm wire glass parapet of
900mm height installed.

GARDEN
8mm rain screen cladded on 500x200 mm i-beam steel
grid structure, self-supporting and support the existing
concrete roof.

ROTISSERIE CHAMBER
Smoke carried into the hollow capacity
between the truss by the pressure created from
the exterior wind on the top the chamber,
naturally ventilating the smoke out.
Truss supported slab to allow structural free
plan. Concrete slab finish with steel profile and
grid rod reinforced.

REINFORCED CONCRETE CHAMBER
Steel rod grid reinforced concrete basin.
200 x 300 mm exposed i-beam clad with
10mm corten steel.
concrete floor slab supported by 300x300
i-beam beneath it. Steel profile and grid rod
to reinforce.
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SPICE GARDEN
Facade: portal glazing: 5mm toughened glass
+ 20mm cavity + 5mm toughened glass
printed on both sides, fasten on glass fin with
aluminum glass fastener. Glazing strip, flush.
Soil embedded inside the thickness of the
corten slab structure.
Slab: 375 mm truss with 100x50 mm profile.
550 soil bed with water proof membrane and
insulation

Double-glazed unit
Glazing strip, flush
Structural Silicone
Stainless steel channel
Glass beam
Stainless steel cap
Stainless steel block
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1 New connection to Washington Sq. Park
2. Rotisserie Chamber
3. Reinforced Central Basin
4. Kitchen
5. Upper-floor Spiced Garden
6. Feast table
7. Deck
8. Garden

Postmodern architectural movement emerged in the
60s was where functionality met concrete. Buildings
were often described as anti-human as the bulkiness
of the building gives off an unwelcoming sense of scale
under the urban fabric. The domination in verticality
reflected on long, narrow corridor inside Washington
Square Village.
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Kitchen Layout Plan
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The corten self-supporting structural
units are prefabricated off-site to allow
a

more

controlled

manufacturing

process, causing potentially less waste.
It also decreases the need for waste
and landfill remove from construction
site. Beside, the metal units will be
manufactured in supplier’s industry
inside New York city, ie Brooklyn,
minimizing

the

need

for

heavy

transportation.
Also,

scraps

demolished

steel
from

and

concrete

the

existing

building block can be reused for
the construction of new floor slabs,
further reduce the need for using new
material.
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Corten Skin

Over-sized Gnomon interlocked by a hard wood piece holding model base on top for Animated space projection.

Gnomon

Weathering Steel (Handmade effect with Hydrogen Peroxide, salt and vinegar)
Wood
1:1000 Paper Model
3d print
(Concrete Model Base)

Animated Space
Video footage compilation:
Manhatta 1921
City of Tomorrow
Urban Fight of the Century
Audio:
Remembering Jane Jacobss
The Village Stompers - Washington Square

The rusting and sanding of metal panel to create a desirable ombre effect.

THE LANDSCAPE
The surface, walkways and gardens of internal spaces of the village

The Moat surrounding the Washington Square
Village is the concrete ‘remains of the pre-existing
2 blocks. It is intertwined with the larger recreation
surface to host the random growth of the village.
Passing the Kitchen, The Corten surface ground
turned into ribbon-like footpath that circulate the
Silver Jungle on a higher level

The New Figure Ground of the Village
and the NYU building in contact
The Thesis proposal unpack the courtyard in WSV to
scattered fragments landscape in the form of surfaces
and structure to house the new village cluster while the
courtyard in the Silver Tower is evolved into a forest
with streams to swim in, activating the open space
by creating a jungle to shield the village from the
vehicular surrounding.

THE SCHOOL
The chamber of knowledge housed by The Landscape

1:100 700x1000

Preschool inhabit inside the washington square village provide daycare services to
working family units. Garden embeded inside the school as foyer to all individual
activity room. Transitional space is important for kids to experience nature within
the city. The school is connected to the existing residential building through ramp,
allowing moms to drop-off their kids with buggies.

Knot 2 | Preschool

Knot 3

The Preschool is where the kids living in this
village learn. It is connected to the Bridge and housed

inside the Corten Landscape.

Preschool
Plan Perspective

Knot 1

N

Washington Square Village Block A

The Barber shop is just below the School where
the elderly can spend time here while waiting to pick
up their grandkids.

LaGuardia Pl

Wooster Street

Barber Shop
Plan Perspective
Knot 1 | Barber & Manicure
Jane Jacobs ideology suggested a community that can foster diverse activity group
in a chaotically harmonious way. The first knot is a cluster of gardens inhabited
within the Barber & Manicure shop and a Preschool above it. The shop provides a
communal ground for the senior members of the family to gather on regular basis
while waiting to pick up their grandkids after preschool.

THE HOST HOUSE II
The Forest Keeper’s Hut

Connection between The Kitchen and The Forest
The Landscape extends from Washington Square Village
into Silver Tower (designed by IM Pei) on a level higher than
the forest and diverts in to the Forest Keeper’s Hut through
the use of fire escape where a public gallery space is sunken
into the ground, providing visual connection to the “Forbidden
Forest’ yet not necessarily accessible by the crowd.

Structure as a landscape
The Forest Keeper’s Hut is housed but the skeleton of
the existing 30 stories high Silver Tower where it in turn
is hosted by a forest which is now an open space with
generic landscape and a center piece sculpture. The vertical
landscape allows the Hut to be held within.

The Sunken Ground is a public gallery space
where visitors approaches it by a bridge surrounded
by the forest before entering the space. The Wall
hosting the fire escape on upper levels is broken
down to provide a visual connection into the forest.
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BEDROOM
FIRE ESCAPE/CIRCULATION OF THE HUT
THE LAB
TERRACE
BIRD DECK
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ENTRANCE
COURTYARD
GALLERY
THE LAB
BEDROOM
OBSERVATION DECK
GARAGE

THE VILLAGE
Into the Silver Jungle

Single Occupancy Home
The Silver Tower remains single occupancy home for city
dwellers and the University can rent out empty units to
welcome new university students to stay.

Communal Housing
The remaining Washington Square Village apartments are
converted into hostel during the holiday season and the
Kitchen is where students from NYU and the rest of the
neighbourhood encounter.

Host Families
Host Families clusters housed inside the Landscape where
villagers volunteer to host people who are new to the village.

Hermit Sanctuary
The two Host Houses are where the host can select people
with similar interest to stay with. They can enjoy personal
space and still have intellectual conversation and interaction.
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